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California Counts on California CPAs 
 

CalCPA members are your local CPAs. We dedicate our time and talents to support 
the communities where we live and work. We do this because CalCPA members are 
more than just CPAs—we are California CPAs. We believe it is our civic duty to invest 
in the future of our state by directly engaging with our shared community. 
 

This packet outlines some of the top issues of interest to CalCPA members. The 
packet, and other CalCPA resources, is also available online by scanning the QR code 
or online at www.calcpa.org/cpaday. 
 

• Added Flexibility & Refinement of Pass-Through Entity Tax (PTET) Provisions 
While the PTET has provided significant relief for many taxpayers, CalCPA members, with real-world 
PTET experience, have identified issues that limit accessibility to the PTET and complicate its 
implementation.  
 
We urge consideration of recommendations that we believe will ensure the PTET is sufficiently 
accessible and beneficial to all taxpayers it is intended to assist.  
Specifically: 

o Address rigid June 15 deadline that complicates election into PTET. 
o Reevaluate the non-refundability of the PTET credits. 

 
• CalCPA Can Help Advance Financial Literacy 

The economic uncertainty of the last few years has exposed a glaring need for improved financial 
literacy education. While progress has been made, CalCPA members are ready to work with policy 
leaders to build on the momentum and advance financial literacy policies that help Californians avoid 
preventable financial pitfalls that stem from insufficient knowledge of basic personal finances. 
 

• What the CPA Profession is Talking About 
o Business Climate: For CalCPA members that are rooted in communities across California, an 

increasingly challenging business climate is a distressing trend that needs attention. 
 

o CPA Pipeline: To ensure the profession continues to meet consumer and public needs in an 
evolving marketplace, the CPA profession and its regulators are working together to attract and 
retain candidates to accounting careers. Bolstering the CPA pipeline is necessary to meet 
consumer demand and integral for continued protection of the public interest—a cornerstone 
of the CPA profession. 

 

o Diversity Equity and Inclusion (DE&I): Fostering a more diverse, equitable and inclusive CPA 
profession is a part of nearly every substantive discussion about the future of the CPA 
profession. CalCPA aims to be a DE&I thought leader by devoting significant time, energy and 
resources to support DE&I solutions throughout the accountancy ecosystem. 

 
Should you have any questions on these, or other issues that emerge, please reach out to CalCPA’s 
Government Relations staff at (916) 441-5351 or CalCPAGR@calcpa.org. Thank you for the opportunity to 
meet and we look forward to working together.  
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Added Flexibility & Refinement of Pass-Through Entity Tax (PTET) Provisions 

 
Issue: While the PTET has provided significant relief for many taxpayers, CalCPA members, with real-
world PTET experience, have identified issues that both limit accessibility to the PTET and complicate 
its implementation.  
 
Ask: We urge consideration of recommendations that we believe will ensure the PTET is sufficiently 
accessible and beneficial to all taxpayers it is intended to assist. Specifically: 

• Address rigid June 15 deadline that complicates election into PTET. 
• Reevaluate the non-refundability of the PTET credits. 

 
 
A “Win-Win” – The PTET Affords Significant Relief for Taxpayers with Minimal Impact to State Finances 
By providing a method of structuring state income tax compliance in a manner that mitigates the impact of 
current federal limits on individual state and local tax deductions, the PTET has yielded significant relief to 
countless small businesses. Importantly, it has done so with no demonstrable impact to state revenue. 
 
CPA Experience – A Unique Perspective Identifies Opportunities to Simplify Compliance and Add Flexibility 
CalCPA members have been working extensively with taxpayers of all sizes to evaluate and apply the PTET 
framework. This real-world experience, coupled with familiarity of the complex challenges facing CA 
businesses, has given the CPA profession a unique perspective of the PTET. This experience has highlighted 
opportunities for refinements that can further streamline PTET compliance and usage as well as ensure it is 
sufficiently accessible and beneficial to all taxpayers it is intended to assist. 
 
Recommendation: Address Rigid Deadline that Complicates Election into PTET  
Under the current framework, an entity making the PTET election is required to make a minimum estimated 
tax payment by June 15, otherwise they are precluded from participating. However, making an informed 
decision of this significance by June 15 can be problematic for many taxpayers. A taxpayer may not have a 
clear picture of their financial situation, which makes it difficult to determine whether they should opt into the 
PTET, and if so, what their minimum estimated payment should be.  

 
We recommend adding flexibility to the current deadline by allowing for initial payments after June 15. A late 
or underpayment penalty could be applied to maintain and incentivize taxpayers to make PTET payments by 
June 15 while also providing a recourse for the taxpayer to participate in the PTET after the deadline.  
 
Recommendation: Reevaluate the Non-refundability possibility of the PTET Credits  
While the PTET credit can be carried over to future tax years, the absence of refundability makes future tax 
compliance far more complicated and uncertain for taxpayers—particularly those whose income fluctuates 
from year to year. This makes implementation of the PTET framework significantly more complex. Taxpayers 
either do not opt-in for fear of stranding credits, or that they only realize a fraction of the possible PTET 
benefit because they are managing an existing PTET credit balance.  

 
Since the PTET credit arises only from taxes paid at the entity level, we recommend that it should be 
refundable for the same year that it is paid. Alternatively, any unused PTET credit could become refundable in 
the year the PTET sunsets. Either adjustment will make the PTET a more viable option for more taxpayers and 
more beneficial to those that chose to participate. 
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CalCPA Can Help Advance Financial Literacy 
 

Issue: The economic uncertainty of the last few years has exposed a glaring need for improved 
financial literacy education and resources so all Californians can effectively manage their 
personal financial well-being—especially through economic challenges. 
 
Ask: CalCPA members are ready to help advance financial literacy and provide successful, high 
quality financial literacy programs that will help communities lead financially healthy and 
secure lives. 
 
Economic Uncertainty Exposes Need for Financial Literacy 
Too many Californians with insufficient knowledge of basic personal finances like budgeting, managing debt 
and saving for future expenses struggled to navigate a pandemic induced financial crisis. These basic personal 
financial literacy skills are important in normal circumstances, but are essential for managing through a 
financial crisis. Often it can be the difference between who remains financially secure and who will have a long 
road to financial recovery.  
 
Build on Momentum to Advance Financial Literacy 
CalCPA believes having the tools necessary to understand the complexities of today’s financial decisions is 
imperative for Californians to lead financially healthy and secure lives. California is in the process of updating 
curriculums and has allocated resources to support the adoption of financial literacy content in schools. 
CalCPA urges legislative leaders to build on this momentum and continue to support policy efforts that 
advance financial literacy and help Californians avoid preventable financial pitfalls that stem from insufficient 
knowledge of basic personal finances. 
 
CalCPA Members are Ready to Assist 
Being at the heart of business and financial decisions for their clients, CPAs have the knowledge, expertise, 
and unique perspective to help your constituents build the skills necessary for a financially healthy and secure 
life. CalCPA can coordinate with you to provide materials, resources and subject matter experts for district 
events geared to supporting the financial literacy needs of your constituents and local small businesses. 
 
Making Sense of the Uncertainty 
There are a number of public relief programs intended to provide economic relief to families and businesses. 
However, these programs can be complicated and difficult to navigate. CalCPA can work with you to help 
educate your constituents on these programs and answer their questions. This can include CPA leader 
participation at district events and town halls to discuss the financial and tax issues relevant to your 
community. 
 
 
 
 
To view CalCPA’s financial literacy resources and find out more about how to coordinate on a 
workshop please visit calcpa.org/fl. 
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What are CPAs Talking About? 
 

Business Climate 
The uncertainty of the last few years has exacerbated an already challenging business climate and forced 
business of all sizes to re-evaluate their operations. Additionally, a growing number of legislative and 
regulatory proposals continue to impact how businesses in California operate.  
 
To manage the uncertainty and regulatory implications, business often rely on their CPA for assistance 
to assess the impact and understand their options. Unfortunately, the conversations are more 
frequently focusing on whether a business should minimize their investment into California, reduce 
their footprint or leave the state entirely.   
 
For CalCPA members rooted in communities across California, this is a troubling trend. Before taking 
action on a policy that could impact business operations in the state, we encourage you to connect with 
your local CalCPA members for an objective, real-world perspective on how it will impact the business in 
your district. 

 
CPA Pipeline 

Current trends indicate that the number of CPAs and accounting professionals entering the workforce is 
not keeping up with the growing demand for CPA services in the marketplace. Generational shifts, 
changes in higher education enrollment, and an everchanging labor market have all impacted the pipeline 
to the CPA profession. Bolstering the CPA pipeline is not only necessary to meet consumer demand, but 
also integral for continued protection of the public interest—a cornerstone of the CPA profession.  
 
To ensure the profession continues to meet consumer and public needs in an evolving marketplace, the 
CPA profession and its regulators are working together to attract and retain candidates to the 
accounting profession. 
 
These efforts will include collaborative initiatives to redefine perceptions about the profession, emphasize 
unique career opportunities, and enhance the candidate experience as they move through the education, 
licensure, and recruitment process.  

 
Diversity Equity and Inclusion (DE&I) 

Fostering a more diverse, equitable and inclusive CPA profession is a part of nearly every substantive 
discussion about the future. Collectively, the CPA profession has recognized that expanding equitable 
access and opportunities within the profession is crucial for its future relevance. Additionally, meaningful 
investment in DE&I is essential for meeting the needs of an increasingly diverse consumer and the 
broader public that relies on CPA services.  
 
CalCPA aims to be a DE&I thought leader by devoting significant time, energy and resources to support 
the development and implementation of DE&I solutions throughout the accountancy ecosystem. This 
includes developing guidance, best practices and actionable solutions for our members to use in 
forming DE&I strategies, practices and programs within their own organizations. 
 
DE&I efforts will take time to have an impact, but motivated leaders through the CPA profession are 
committed to this important initiative.  



WHAT IS A CPA?

Trusted Advisers
Certifi ed Public Accountants are the trusted advisers, valued employees and preferred providers of a myriad of fi nancial 
and advisory services to a wide spectrum of individuals, nonprofi ts, government entities and businesses of all sizes. 
CPAs are instrumental in enhancing growth and economic development and maintaining trust in our fi nancial systems.

• Certifi ed: In California, CPAs are licensed by the California Board of Accountancy after showing profi ciency by
meeting and maintaining comprehensive educational requirements, passing a rigorous professional examination,
demonstrating ethical competency, and completing practical experience.

• Public: Protection of the public interest is the cornerstone of the CPA profession. For any given client service, a
CPA must keep up to date and apply multiple complex accounting standards by industry and adhere to a code of
professional conduct, ethical standards of practice and applicable statutes and rules. These requirements promote
the highest levels of quality services and are central to why the public can rely on CPAs and their services.

• Accountant: Being at the heart of business and fi nancial decisions for their clients, CPAs have the knowledge,
expertise and unique perspective to make sense of the complex challenges facing businesses in California and
provide objective information for practical solutions. CPAs provide the tools, resources and reassurance that allow
businesses to grow and do what they do best—serve their customers with the peace of mind that their fi nances
are in good hands.

What Services do CPAs Provide?
CPAs provide a myriad of services that can range from assurances of fi nancial information to tax planning and 
compliance to strategic advice on any number of personal and organizational decisions. Core services include:

Financial Statement Audit: An objective evaluation of the fi nancial statements of an organization to make sure they are 
fairly and accurately represented so third-party investors, creditors and the public can rely upon them.

Review: Narrower in scope than an audit, a CPA provides limited assurance that they are not aware of any material 
modifi cations that should be made to the fi nancial statements.

Examination: A CPA can also provide assurance (or audit) on non-fi nancial information, such as IT systems, security and 
privacy controls, sustainability and other business matters.

Compilation: The CPA applies accounting and fi nancial reporting expertise to assist their client in the presentation of 
fi nancial information, but does not provide any assurance of the fi nancial statements.

Tax Planning and Preparation: A CPA provides tax planning strategies and prepares federal, state and local tax returns; 
help clients comply with tax laws and regulations; and represents clients before various tax agencies.

Management and Business Consulting: Clients may ask a CPA to engage in a number of consulting activities, such 
as advising on the adequacy of accounting systems and internal controls, outlining possible strategic options to improve 
operations, advising on mergers and acquisitions, providing business valuations or assisting in the implementation of 
information systems.

Forensic Accounting: CPAs pair accounting, tax and fi nancial skills with investigative talents to help clients resolve 
signifi cant fi nancial matters involving the investigation of fraudulent activities, bankruptcy reorganization, fi nancial 
disputes and civil and criminal litigation. 

Financial Services: CPAs may provide services related to fi nancial planning for individuals and businesses, investment 
advice and management, retirement and estate planning, and business succession planning.



CalCPA Vision
CalCPA efforts cause its members to be viewed as leaders 
in professional competency and integrity by clients, 
employers, the public and government officials. 
 
CalCPA Mission
To increase the value and promote the integrity of the CPA 
profession, contribute  
to the success of our members and strengthen client, 
employer, public and government trust in CalCPA member 
advice, work products and opinions.

Strategic Priorities
The following strategic priorities support CalCPA’s vision 
and mission as well as the organization’s long-term 
success.
• Advocate for issues that protect the profession.
• Enhance and promote the visibility  

of CalCPA and the profession.
• Cultivate the pipeline of future  

financial professionals and  
CalCPA members.

• Provide value and engagement  
at every career stage.

Who We Are
CalCPA has more than 40,000 members. Our CPA 
members practice in the following areas: 
• Public Practice: 73%
• Business & Industry: 13%
• Education: 3%
• Government: 1%
• Retired: 7%
• Temporarily Out of Workforce: 3%

Our public practice members practice in the following size 
firms:
• Small—10 or fewer CPAs: 28%
• Solo/Sole: 18%
• Large/Local—11+ CPAs: 14%
• Big 4/International: 14%
• Large/Multi-office—11+ CPAs: 13%
• Reg’l/Nat’l: 13%
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CalCPA Chair
Tayiika M. Dennis, CPA

First Vice Chair
Meredith A. Johnson, CPA

Secretary/Treasurer
Matthew Martin, CPA

Past Chair
Christie Simons, CPA

CalCPA CEO
Denise Froemming, CPA

1710 Gilbreth Road
Burlingame, CA 94010

330 N. Brand Boulevard, Ste. 710
Glendale, CA 91203

1201 “K” Street, Ste. 1000
Sacramento, CA 95814

calcpa.org
(800) 922-5272
calcpa@calcpa.org

CalCPA’s 14 chapters engage members  
with local and chapterwide meetings to exchange  

professional knowledge, earn low-cost CPE  
and connect with their peers.

Bakersfield | Central Coast | Channel Counties   
East Bay | Fresno | Inland Empire | Los Angeles  

Orange County Long Beach | Peninsula Silicon Valley   
Sacramento | San Diego | San Francisco | San Joaquin  

Silicon Valley San Jose

C H A P T E R S



1901 
First California Accountancy Act

1909 
The California State Society of 
Certified Public Accountants 
incorporates

1939 
Society drops “State” from name, 
becoming the  
California Society of Certified 
Public Accountants 

1959 
Group Insurance Trust forms

1966 
Education Foundation begins 

1986 
CAMICO organizes

1992 
Landmark Bonnie Moore and 
Bily decisions by the California 
Supreme Court

1996 
CalCPA.org goes live

1997 
Creation of GIT Multiple  
Employer Welfare Arrangement

2001 
Two new pathways established for 
CPA licensure in California

2002 
CPAs march on Sacramento

2003 
Financial literacy  
initiative launches

2004 
CalCPA Institute forms

2008 
CalCPA membership 
surpasses 32,000

2009 
CalCPA celebrates its centennial 

2011 
CalCPA membership  
surpasses 38,000

2012 
CalCPA membership  
surpasses 40,000

2015 
CalCPA membership  
surpasses 43,000

C a l CPA  T I M E L I N E
As our members’ needs 
change, so do we.
In the Beginning
The California Society of Certified Public Accountants, the biggest CPA organization in California and the largest 
state CPA society in the nation, has a proud history as a nonprofit corporation for more than 100 years. From humble 
beginnings with 36 members and only a few hundred dollars in its coffers, CalCPA has flourished and grown to more 
than 43,000 members as the role of CPAs as financial professionals has become more defined and integral to the 
California economy.

Establishing Integrity
From the earliest days, CalCPA helped to establish 
the CPA license as the guardian of the public interest, 
whether it was to assure shareholders of their right to 
reliable financial statements and material corporate 
information or to advise individuals seeking financial 
advice or fair treatment on their tax obligations. 
   In 1945, the Legislature amended the California 
Accountancy Act to grant the attest function exclusively 
to CPAs. It also established a new Board of Accountancy 
that was charged with adopting rules of professional 
conduct for CPAs and to establish a system of regulation 
for the profession in California that still exists today. 
   In 1992, in response to public confusion, CalCPA 
supported the Bonnie Moore case, in which the 
California Supreme Court held that only CPAs may 
advertise as accountants, protecting consumers who, 
according to surveys, believed that all accountants 
were CPAs.

A Legacy of Answering the Call
CalCPA has a legacy of answering the profession’s 
call. In 1959, it formed the Group Insurance Trust of the 
California Society of Certified Public Accountants. After 
almost 50 years and with a new name, CalCPA Health 
remains exclusively dedicated to providing quality and 
cost-effective group health and welfare programs to 
owners and employees of CalCPA-member firms.
   In 1966, CalCPA created the California Certified Public 
Accountants Foundation for Education and Research to 
recognize that CPAs needed to keep up on legislative 
changes and to continue to improve their services. In 
1993, it became a separate entity, the California CPA 
Education Foundation. 
   In the early 1980s, CPAs were faced with a mounting 
liability insurance crisis. In response, CalCPA created 
a mutual insurance company owned by and for CPAs, 
dedicated to assuring its members professional liability 
coverage at stable rates. The company would operate 
solely for the benefit of its members. Accordingly, any 
excess revenue, after 
claims payments and administration, belongs to its 
policyholders. CAMICO opened its doors to California in 
1986 and now serves CPAs nationwide. 

Advocacy for the Public, 
Business and CPAs
CalCPA always has advocated for the highest ethical 
and professional standards for California CPAs, working 
closely with  
the California Board of Accountancy and Legislature 
to ensure the interests of the public, business and CPA 
community are served. 
   In 2004, CalCPA formed the CalCPA Institute, a 
supporting 501(c)(3) organization, to create a home for 
its scholarship programs, diversity and inclusion high 
school outreach initiative, financial literacy initiative 
and educational efforts, including leadership training 
and development and outreach to colleges and 
universities.
   In 2006, CalCPA and the Education Foundation named 
Loretta Doon, CPA,  
CEO of both organizations and strengthened the 
infrastructure of each by increasing shared services to 
provide more seamless delivery of support to members 
and customers. 
   In 2009, CalCPA celebrated 100 years serving the 
profession.
     In 2021, CalCPA welcomes Denise Froemming, CPA, 
as its new CEO. Under her leadership the society will 
find new ways to serve its members and the profession.
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